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MINUTES 
ENVIRONMENTAL BOARD 

September 28, 2020 
 

CALL TO ORDER 
Colin Quinn called the virtual meeting to order at 5:05 pm on September 28, 2020. 
 
ROLL CALL 
The following members were present for roll call:  
 

E-Board Members:  
 

Colin Quinn, Chairperson 
Sandy Marlin, Member 
Summer Scott, Member 
Jim Kirschvink, Member 
Frosty Merriott, Member 
KC Nau, Member 
Pat Hunter, Alternate 
 

Town Staff Present: 
 

Mark O’Meara, Staff Liaison 
Heather Henry, Board of Trustees Liaison 
Kae McDonald, Boards and Commissions Clerk 
 
 

Guests: Phi Filerman, CORE Representative 
Alyssa Reindel, Evergreen Zero Waste 
Brittany Biebl, Guest 
 

 
CONSENT AGENDA 
Motion Passed: Pat moved to approve E-board meeting minutes from the August 
2020 with requested correction. Sandy seconded the motion, and it was 
unanimously approved.  
 
PERSONS PRESENT NOT ON THE AGENDA    
Pat mentioned that he had a conversation with Ted White, Environmental Health 
Specialist with Garfield County concerning Carbondale’s air quality.  Garfield 
County maintains an air quality monitoring device on the roof of the Alpine Bank, 
and a second monitor along Crystal Road; this information is available at 
purpleair.com. The air quality in Carbondale is in the low-risk category for PM2.5 
(the smallest particulates), and the uptick in traffic has not affected that reading up 
to this point in time. 
 
Jim added that the US Forest Service maintained air quality monitoring devices 
throughout the White River forest but given the budget cutbacks he isn’t sure if the 
program is still functioning.  He thought that Wilderness Workshop might have 
taken that project over. 
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PLASTIC REDUCTION: DISCUSS RECOMMENDING BAG FEE 
REINSTATEMENT; WHEN SHOULD WE PUSH FOR CONSULTANT WORK TO 
CONTINUE; COMMUNICATION STRATEGY  
Colin opened the discussion by asking the board members to comment on three 
items: whether the bag fee should be reinstated, whether the EBoard should ask 
the BOT to move forward with the plastics consultant’s work, and how that work 
should be communicated to the public. 
 
Sandy stated that she is supportive of the bag fee reinstatement, but she noted that 
the Jessica Trowbridge (the Kroger representative) implied that they were not 
ready because of current COVID protocols.  She wondered if the City Market would 
have much choice if the BOT directed them to reinstate it. 
 
Jim added that current COVID transmission research indicates that the virus is 
spread by air droplets much more readily than by touching things, and he was also 
supportive of reinstating the bag fee. 
 
Pat added that customers can use their own bags, but they must bag their 
groceries themselves. 
 
Frosty agreed that using your own bags is not a big burden, and he would also like 
to see the bag fee reinstated. 
 
Heather provided additional background information by letting the board members 
know that under the Town of Carbondale’s emergency ordinance, Jay rescinded 
the bag fee.  By extension, Jay can reinstate the bag fee without additional action 
by the BOT. 
 
Jim asked whether curbside pickup would be exempt from the bag fee. 
 
Heather responded that because curbside pickup was not available at the previous 
location, the EBoard would need to amend the ordinance.  However, because the 
ordinance is silent on curbside delivery the default is to not charge for bags. 
 
Summer wondered whether there could be some education on how to use reusable 
bags safely.  He also suggested the possibility of implementing a bag washing 
service. 
 
Sandy was in favor of charging for paper bags if customers elect to have their 
groceries delivered. 
 
KC agreed with Sandy and was also in favor of reinstating the bag fee and didn’t 
feel like it would be that big of an issue for curbside service. 
 
Colin also supported reinstating the bag fee and suggested that a broader 
conversation about bags might be a good topic for another meeting. 
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Motion Passed: Pat moved to reinstate the bag fee. Jim seconded the motion, 
and it was unanimously approved.  
 
Colin moved on to the second part of this topic, which was whether the EBoard 
should push for the Plastics Consultant to pick the project back up. 
 
Sandy commented that the project has lost a lot of momentum, and with colder 
weather discouraging people from in-person dining and electing for take-out 
instead, there will be another wave of plastic use.  She would like to move forward 
with the project. 
 
Summer wondered what the cons to moving forward were but would like to move 
aggressively on this project. 
 
Colin pointed out that the remaining tasks communication and public outreach.  He 
cautioned the EBoard members that the deliverables might look a little different if 
the project re-starts. 
 
Heather added that Laurie had completed the background and comparables 
research.  She was ready to embark on the Stakeholder and Community Outreach.  
Because the community really needs to support this for it to be successful, she 
wondered if the current situation might be more of a hindrance than a help. 
 
Frosty supported moving forward with the project but suggested adding a question 
on how much compliance would cost.  He suggested investigating whether money 
from the COVID relief fund could be earmarked to help cover these costs. 
 
Alyssa added that Boulder is subsidizing restaurants to use compostable products.  
She offered to help navigate suppliers and their offerings. 
 
Pat commented that this could be a good possibility for education, especially as it 
is getting ready to be implemented. 
 
Summer suggested making it as easy as possible by figuring out what the best 
products are for this area and buy them in bulk.  He also suggested that 
implementing a hefty tax or charge for single-use plastic water bottles might help 
discourage their use. 
 
Phi thought it might be helpful for consumers if the EBoard put an ad in the paper 
that listed those restaurants using compostables. 
 
Colin appreciated everyone’s comments and will meet with Jay to ask how to move 
the project forward. 
 
Heather followed up by adding that she will bring it forward at the next BOT 
meeting to get ideas on how to adjust the scope of work and get the listed actions 
implemented.  She also added that the Community Grant application is out and 
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401c3 organizations can apply for money—and that the pool of money available 
has been doubled this year. 
 
CITY MARKET FOLLOW-UP 
Sandy opened this topic by referring to an email chain in which Jessica Trowbridge 
had responded to the comments from the previous meeting and promised to obtain 
the plastic recycling barrel for the store.  Sandy would like to keep the lines of 
communication open with Jessica and asked if there were any other suggestions 
she could bring forward.  Suggestions thrown out by the EBoard members 
included: 

• Plastics-free aisle; 
• Customer provided containers for the bulk bins; 
• Eliminate Styrofoam in the deli, and discontinue selling Styrofoam products 

such as plates, bowls, and cups; 
• Maximize marketing for brands with recyclable packaging; 
• Commit the Carbondale store to be zero-waste by 2023. 

 
Sandy suggested settling on the top three that will make either make the biggest 
difference or will be easy to engage on. 
 
Phi commented that the store stocks what consumers buy, so the responsibility for 
what is in the store falls to all of us.  She thought there was a big need for 
education, but also wondered where the equity on price points for difference might 
hurt lower-income customers. 
 
Mark suggested looking at what is being done in “model” store in Portland and 
build from that. 
 
Pat suggested asking City Market to place items that can be used for a plastics-
free shopping experience in strategic places around the store. 
 
Summer was in favor of sending the entire list, rather than just the top three.  He 
also spoke to Phi’s comment that in order to “vote with your wallet,” there needs to 
be buy-in from a significant proportion of the population. 
 
Frosty pointed out that he had met with Michael Hassig, and he had pointed out 
that any verbal commitment that City Market had committed to in the BOT meeting 
is binding.  He suggested holding them accountable for their promise to be “the 
greenest store ever built.” 
 
Colin ended the conversation by suggesting that in order to build a collaborative 
relationship, he would like to see the group work on harnessing good will between 
the two sides rather than just submitting a list of demands. 
 
UPDATE FROM COMMITTEE WORKING ON PROVIDING RECOMMENDATION 
TO THE BOT ON DEVELOPMENT AND THE CLIMATE ACTION PLAN 
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Sandy updated the EBoard members on the status of the subgroup working on 
recommendations to the Board of Trustees on the integration of the Climate Action 
Plan into current and future development projects.  The subgroup includes Colin, 
Jim, Summer, Brittany Biebl and Sandy.  In order to chart what is/isn’t being 
accomplished on the CAP’s five action items, the group has devised a spreadsheet 
and has asked CLEER, CORE, and two BOT representatives to update the 
spreadsheet based on their knowledge of these areas.  Once the spreadsheet has 
been updated by everyone, the gaps will be more evident, and the group can 
decide what is best to recommend to the BOT.  The group would like to submit 
something to the BOT by the end of October. 
 
Frosty added that he met with Jeff Dickinson along with Pat and Jim to discuss 
what has been done on updating the building codes, and what CLEER and CORE 
have recommended. 
 
Pat added that he would like to see the TOC make the big leap from the 2009 
building code to 2021, especially for new construction.  He would also like to see 
the CAP be codified as an ordinance, rather than remain a symbolic resolution.    
 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON DEVELOPMENT 
Pat hasn’t completed the work on this topic yet, but questions whether all the 
requirements for new developments are being met.  He would like to add 
considerations for air and water quality which might help constrain the type and/or 
amount of new growth in the community. 
 
Frosty added that he would like to see the CAP and Environmental Bill of Rights 
rolled into the UDC.  He would also like to adopt the green building code as soon 
as possible.  He noted that when a property applies for annexation, the Town can 
require whatever it wants—and he would like to see all new annexations be net-
zero. 
 
CORE AND CLEER UPDATES 
Phi noted that because CORE has been going through some changes and is 
spending some time on strategic planning, it has been a slower month than normal.  
A few of the current activities include: 

• Because grants are currently on-hold, she isn’t sure whether the 
development at the Main Street and Highway 133 traffic circle is 
incorporating energy efficient strategies into the construction; 

• She has been engaged with Jeff Dickinson in Commercial Core updates; 
• Roaring Stories is accessible on their website; 
• She has been helping the development subgroup by updating the CAP 

spreadsheet; 
• The CORE annual report will be available soon. 

 
EBOARD BUDGET 
Colin noted that of the $5,000.00 in the EBoard budget, $1,500 has been 
earmarked for Natalie Rae’s work on Dandelion Days and another $1,500 has 
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been earmarked for the tree labeling project.  That leaves $2,000 that needs to be 
spent by the end of the year.  He asked the board members for project ideas. 
 
Pat would like to see the money spent on a survey of all the solar panels in 
Carbondale or “benchmarking” the types of energy used in all the buildings in town. 
 
Phi suggested that it was worth talking to CLEER, as they offer fee for services.  
She also noted that Excel can’t provide specific information on the number of solar 
panels in Carbondale—that information would have to be retrieved by going door-
to-door—but they can provide information on the range of meter types and their 
output.  She explained that the next big step for CLEER is benchmarking energy 
output throughout the Roaring Fork Valley. 
 
ADJOURNMENT 
The September 28, 2020, regular meeting adjourned at 6:30 p.m. The next regular 
meeting is scheduled for October 26, 2020 at 6:00 pm.  
 
Respectfully submitted,  
Kae McDonald 


